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Key learnings

1.  Marmalade Lane

 The collective decision making process reflects in the form of 
the development at every scale. From the specification of the 
building fabric (with triple-glazed, factory-fitted windows in 
pre-fabricated wall panels), to the layout of spaces in-between 
homes, the contributions made by those living here to the 
design process adds depth to the project. The variation in brick 
colour is not arbitrarily chosen, but is subjective to the personal 
preference of homeowners, from a pallette of a few materials. 
The in-between spaces are convivial and adaptable, while there 
is abundant room for social interaction. Albeit, the maintenance 
and management of those spaces requires some dedication 
from residents. 

 The special qualities of a place can mature, given the space to 
do so. Room for subjectivity in policy is a positive thing.

 Taken seriously, collective decision making should reflect at 
every scale, from layout to the building fabric.

2.  Eddington, Northwest Cambridge

 Northwest Cambridge is inspiring, yet we are retiscent that it 
represents decades of focus, energy and sustained priorities. 
Quality is achieved not by chance, but by continuity, control 
and innovation. Here, quality means a dedicated Quality Review 
Panel, design coding, and thoughtfully structured relationships 
between landowner, designer and eventual contractor; architects 
have to be novated to contractors. Typical decisions taken - by 
both developer and designer - are questioned, innovated simply. 
The result is compelling. For example, a plot is not signalled by 
nature of where the gaps in-between the street network are, but 
drawn across streets, with each site developed in collaboration, 
by two architects. Schools are not square and long, with 
classrooms along corridors, but circular in form. Water bodies 
are not left as isolated, abstracted pools - footbridges are drawn 
across so people can engage with them.

 Development control and design codes can be restrictive and 
flatten outcomes, but with space for innovating simply, through 
the form and mass, the results are compelling. 

 Development and planning boundaries should be drawn with a 
critical eye - a less obvious path can yield depth and richness.

Event learnings:
Cambridge study tour

Suffolk Design

A.  Marmalade Lane Common House
B.  Marmalde Lane individual homes from shared garden
C. Three-storey town houses at Abode
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